Two New Heavy Duty Seating Solutions from Spec™
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Spec is proud to launch two new Heavy Duty seating solutions – Calvin HD and Tailor HD.
Calvin HD has a durable build and stands up to the challenge in the toughest of healthcare settings. Designed
with a fully welded wall-saving frame, no protruding legs or hardware, and a sled base, Calvin HD creates a
beautiful silhouette in waiting rooms, lounge spaces, and exam rooms. Available in single seat and bariatric
options, this sturdy design has field-replaceable seats, backs, and arm caps making maintenance simple and best
of all, efficient. Calvin HD is equipped with tamperproof hardware, and weight can be added as needed.
Spec's Tailor Heavy Duty collection is a refreshing soft seating solution for the most sensitive of healthcare
spaces. Stemming from Spec’s lounge collection, the heavy duty version features a roto-molded foot that closes
the side panel to the floor, addressing ligature points and assisting with cleaning. A soft contoured back
complements Tailor HD's elegant linear frame and tapered lines. Built to last, Tailor HD is available in single,
two-, three-seat and bariatric designs.
Spec’s Marketing Manager Dubravka Milinkovic adds that seating solutions in specialized healthcare
environments need to provide a sense of familiarity and safety. “Patients will appreciate the residential look and
will feel more relaxed and comfortable in an often uneasy environment. With patients more at ease, caregivers
may experience a calmer work environment, as well.”
Calvin HD and Tailor HD are both available now.
Spec, a prominent contract furniture manufacturer, was established in 1991 out of a desire to bring a unique
customer-oriented approach to the contract marketplace. The company provides strong designs that excelat
meeting all core requirements, together with a huge array of options, choices, price points and scales so Spec
customers can specify the best possible solution.
Media can access the digital press kit here. Follow Spec Furniture on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter.
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